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Abstract  26	

Major evolutionary transitions describe how biological complexity arises; e.g. in evolution of 27	

complex multicellular bodies, and superorganismal insect societies. Such transitions involve 28	

the evolution of division of labour, e.g. as queen and worker castes in insect societies. 29	

Castes across different evolutionary lineages are thought to be regulated by a conserved 30	

genetic toolkit. However, this hypothesis has not been tested thoroughly across the 31	

complexity spectrum of the major transition. Here we reveal, using machine learning 32	

analyses of brain transcription, evidence of a shared genetic toolkit across the spectrum of 33	

social complexity in Vespid wasps. Whilst molecular processes underpinning the simpler 34	

societies (which likely represent the origins of social living) are conserved throughout the 35	

major transition, additional processes appear to come into play in more complex societies. 36	

Such fundamental shifts in regulatory processes with complexity may typify other major 37	

evolutionary transitions, such as the evolution of multicellularity.   38	

	39	

Main 40	

The major evolutionary transitions span all levels of biological organisation, facilitating the 41	

evolution of life’s complexity on earth via cooperation between single entities (e.g. genes in a 42	

genome, cells in a multicellular body, insects in a colony), generating fitness benefits beyond 43	

those attainable by a comparable number of isolated individuals1. The evolution of sociality is 44	

one of the major transitions and is of general relevance across many levels of biological 45	

organisation from genes assembled into genomes, single-cells into multi-cellular entities, 46	

and insects cooperating in superorganismal societies. The best-studied examples of sociality 47	

are in the hymenopteran insects (bees, wasps and ants) - a group of over 17,000 species, 48	

exhibiting levels of sociality across the transition from simple sociality (with small societies 49	
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where all group members are able to reproduce and switch roles in response to opportunity), 50	

through to complex societies (consisting of thousands of individuals, each committed during 51	

development to a specific cooperative role and working for a shared reproductive outcome 52	

within the higher-level ‘individual’ of the colony, known as the ‘superorganism’2). Recent 53	

analyses of the molecular mechanisms of insect sociality have revealed how conserved 54	

suites of genes, networks and functions are shared among independent evolutionary events 55	

of insect superorganismality3–7. An outstanding question is to what extent are genomic 56	

mechanisms operating across levels of complexity in the major transition – from simple to 57	

complex sociality – conserved8? A lack of data from representatives across any one lineage 58	

of the major transition have limited our ability to address this question.  59	

A key step in the evolution of sociality is the emergence of a reproductive division of 60	

labour, where some individuals commit to reproductive or non-reproductive roles, known as 61	

queens and workers respectively in the case of insect societies. An overarching mechanistic 62	

hypothesis for social evolution is that the repertoire of behaviours typically exhibited in the 63	

life cycle of the solitary ancestor were uncoupled to produce a division of labour among 64	

group members with individuals specialising in either the reproductive (‘queen’) or 65	

provisioning (‘worker’) phases of the solitary ancestor9. Such phenotypic decoupling implies 66	

that there will be a conserved mechanistic toolkit that regulates queen and worker 67	

phenotypes in species representing different levels of social complexity across the spectrum 68	

of the major transition (reviewed in10). An alternative to the shared toolkit hypothesis is that 69	

the molecular processes regulating social behaviours in non-superorganismal societies 70	

(where caste remains flexible, and selection acts primarily on individuals) differ 71	

fundamentally from those processes that regulate social behaviours in superorganismal 72	

societies 11,12. Phenotypic innovations across the animal kingdom have been linked to 73	

genomic evolution: taxonomically-restricted genes13–16, rapid evolution of proteins17,18 and 74	

regulatory elements17,19 been found in most lineages of social insects20. Indeed, some recent 75	
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studies have suggested that the processes regulating different levels of social complexity 76	

may be different17,19,21. The innovations in social complexity and the shift in the unit of 77	

selection (from individual- to group-level22) that accompany the major transition may 78	

therefore be accompanied by genomic evolution, throwing into question whether a universal 79	

conserved genomic toolkit regulates social behaviours across the spectrum of the major 80	

transition8. The roles of conserved and novel processes are not necessarily mutually 81	

exclusive; novel processes may coincide with phenotypic innovations, whilst conserved 82	

mechanisms may regulate core processes at all stages of social evolution.  83	

Currently, data are largely limited to species that represent either the most complex – 84	

superorganismal - levels of sociality (e.g. ants or honeybees23), or the simplest levels of 85	

social complexity as non-superorganisms that likely represent the first stages in the major 86	

transition (e.g.  Polistes wasps7,24–26 and incipiently social bees27–30). We lack data on the 87	

intermediary stages of the major transition and thus lack a comprehensive analysis of if and 88	

how molecular mechanism change across any single evolutionary transition to 89	

superorganismality. One exception is a recent study that identified a core gene set that 90	

consistently underlie caste-differentiated brain gene expression across five species of ants5; 91	

however, this study lacked ancestrally non-superorganismal representatives (one species 92	

had secondarily lost the queen caste but evolved from a superorganismal ancestor7).  93	

A promising group for exploring these questions are the social wasps31, with some 94	

1,100 species exhibiting the full spectrum of sociality. We generated brain transcriptomic 95	

data of caste-specific phenotypes for nine species of social wasps, representing a range of 96	

levels of social complexity in the transition to superorganismality (Fig. 1). Using machine-97	

learning algorithms we exploited these datasets to determine whether there is a conserved 98	

genetic toolkit for social behaviour across the major transition from non-superorganismal 99	

(simple) to superorganismal (complex) species within the same lineage (Aim 1). We then 100	

further interrogate these data to identify whether there are any key discernible differences in 101	
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the molecular bases of social behaviour in the simpler versus the more complex societies 102	

(Aim 2).  Accordingly, we provide the first evidence of a conserved genetic toolkit across the 103	

spectrum of the major transition to sociality in wasps; we also reveal novel insights into the 104	

molecular patterns and processes at a key transitional point of the major transition from 105	

simple sociality to complex superorganismality.   106	

 107	

Results 108	

We chose one species from each of nine different genera of social wasps representing the 109	

full spectrum of social diversity within the Polistinae and Vespinae (see Figure 1; 110	

Supplemental Table S1). For each species, we sequenced RNA extracted from whole brains 111	

of adults to construct de novo brain transcriptomes for the two main social phenotypes – 112	

adult reproductives (defined as mated females with developed ovaries, henceforth referred 113	

to as ‘queens’ for simplicity; see Supplementary Table S2) and adult non-reproductives 114	

(defined as unmated females with no ovarian development, henceforth referred to as 115	

‘workers’; see Supplementary Methods). Using these data we could reconstruct a 116	

phylogenetic tree of the Hymenoptera using single orthologous genes (Orthofinder32), 117	

resulting in expected patterns of phylogenetic relationships (Supp. Fig. 1). This dataset 118	

provides coverage across the spectrum of the major transition to sociality (see Fig. 1; 119	

Supplementary Table S1), and provides us with the opportunity to test the extent to which 120	

the same molecular processes underpin the evolution of social phenotypes across the 121	

spectrum of the major transition to superorganismality in wasps.  122	

 123	
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Aim 1: Is there a shared genetic toolkit for caste among species across the 124	

major transition from non-superorganismality to superorganismality? 125	

We found several lines of evidence of a shared genetic toolkit for caste across the wasp 126	

species using two different analytical approaches.  127	

Caste explains gene expression variat ion, after species-normalisation 128	

The main factor explaining individual-level gene expression variation was species identity 129	

(Fig. 2a). However, since we are interested in determining whether there is a shared toolkit 130	

of caste-biased gene expression across species, we needed to control for the effect of 131	

species in our data. To do this, we performed a between-species normalisation on the 132	

transcript per million (TPM) score, scaling the variation of gene expression to a range of -1 to 133	

1 (see Supplementary Methods). After species-normalisation, the samples separate mostly 134	

into queen and worker phenotypes in the top two principle components (Fig. 2b). This 135	

suggests that subsets of genes (a potential toolkit) are shared across these species and are 136	

representative of caste differences. However, there were outliers: Brachygastra did not 137	

cluster with any of the other samples; Agelaia showed little caste-specific separation; and 138	

Vespa phenotypes clustered in the opposite direction to phenotypes in the other species. 139	

These initial data visualisations suggest that these species may not share the same caste-140	

specific patterns as the other species, but we cannot rule out data and/or sampling 141	

anomalies, especially since gynes (unmated, newly-emerged queens) were included in the 142	

queen sample forVespa.   143	

 144	

Analyses of orthologous genes found in all nine species (Supplementary Table S3) revealed 145	

sets of caste-biased orthologous genes among the nine species; however, no orthologous 146	

DEGs showed consistent caste-biased differential expression across all nine wasp species 147	

(Fig. 3a; Supplementary Table S4; using unadjusted <0.05 p values). Depsite this, notable 148	
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signatures of caste regulation were apparent, across the species set: e.g. orthogroup 149	

OG0002698 was differentially express across six of the nine species and is predicted to 150	

belong to the vitellogenin gene family (79.0% identity; using the Metapolybia protein 151	

sequence to represent the orthogroup), a well-known regulator of social behaviour in 152	

insects33. When the analysis was limited to caste-specific DEGs found in at least two species 153	

(n=95; Supplementary Table S4), there was overrepresentation of catabolic and metabolic 154	

GO terms (Fig. 3b; Supplementary Table S4). 155	

 156	

A toolkit  of many genes with small  effects predicts caste across the spectrum 157	

of social i ty in wasps 158	

Conventional differential expression analyses (e.g. edgeR) require a balance of P value cut-159	

offs and fold change requirements to reduce false-positive and false-negative errors34. 160	

Therefore, consistent patterns of many genes with smaller effect sizes may be missed when 161	

applying strict statistical measures. Support vector machine (SVM) learning approaches use 162	

a supervised learning model capable of detecting subtle but pervasive signals in differential 163	

expression between conditions (e.g. for classification of single cells35,36, cancer cells37 and in 164	

social insect castes38). We used this approach to test whether gene expression can 165	

successfully classify caste identity for unknown samples; accurate classification of samples 166	

as queens or workers based on their global transcription patterns would be evidence for a 167	

genetic toolkit underpinning social phenotypes. 168	

Starting with a “leave-one-out” SVM approach, we attempted to classify samples of a test 169	

species as queens or workers, using a predictive gene set generated from a model trained 170	

on caste-specific gene expression from eight of the nine species, with the ninth species 171	

being the test sample. The analysis was repeated until each of the species had been ‘left 172	

out’ and their caste classification tested.  Using 3486 single copy orthologues, and removing 173	
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orthogroups with low expression (n=2020), we could filter the matrix by progressive feature 174	

selection (based on linear regression, to refine the gene sets to those that are informative; 175	

see Suppl. Methods), which reduces the number of genes used in the SVM, focussing on 176	

those genes informative for caste. When testing each left-out species, we largely attain 177	

accurate caste predictions for seven of the nine species, across most feature selection filters 178	

(Fig. 4a; > 0.5 likelihood in queen sample); the same two outlier species from Fig. 2 (Agelaia 179	

and Brachygastra) showed generally lower predictions of queen likelihood for the queen 180	

sample (<0.5). This suggests that many hundreds of genes may be caste-biased to some 181	

degree.   182	

Within the SVM model of nine species (Fig. 4), we found 400 significant orthologs (genes) 183	

after feature selection with a P value of less than 0.05 (Supplementary Table S5; top 53 184	

genes (p <0.001) shown in Fig. 4b). These 400 genes were enriched for neural vesicle 185	

transport related signalling functions (Fig. 4c; Supplementary Table S5), and may form the 186	

most important constituents of a shared toolkit for social behaviour across non-187	

superorganismal and super-organismal social wasps. 188	

Using Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA), we could compare the genes discovered in 189	

the two methods (edgeR and SVM), finding enrichment in the gene sets identified as 190	

important for social behaviour (Supplementary Figure 2). However, only ten genes were 191	

identified as significantly caste-biased in both methods (Supplementary Table S6). Of these, 192	

some have previously been identified as having relevance to social evolution and caste 193	

differentiation; these include Vitellogenin (mentioned earlier; OG0002698) and Cytochrome 194	

P450 (OG0000434)10,39,  thought to be involved in chemical signalling between castes and 195	

associated with expression of juvenile hormone39. Further, UDP-glucuronosyltransferase 2C-196	

like (OG0001554), downregulated in virgin versus mated fire ant queens40; esterase E4-like 197	

(OG0000645) upregulated in young honeybee queens compared to nurses at the proteomic 198	

level41; neprilsin-1 (OG0004128) is differentially expressed in major/minor C. floridanus 199	
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workers and after caste reprogramming42, which could be involved in caste memory 200	

formation43. There are also other genes of interest, which to our knowledge have not 201	

previously associated with caste, including Toll-like receptor 8 (OG0002639) (see 202	

Supplementary Table S6). 203	

 204	

Aim 2: Are there different fine-scale toolkits that reflect different levels of social 205	

complexity?  206	

To explore differential patterns within the conserved predictive toolkit for caste differentiation 207	

identified in Aim 1, we trained an SVM model using the four species with the simplest 208	

societies (Mischocyttarus, Polistes, Metapolybia and Angiopolybia) as representatives of the 209	

earlier stages in the major transition (see Fig. 1), and tested how well this gene set classified 210	

castes for the four species with the more complex societies as representatives of the later 211	

and superorganismal stages of the major transition (Polybia, Agelaia, Vespa and Vespula; 212	

see Fig. 1). Brachygastra was excluded due to its poor performance overall (see Fig. 4) and 213	

to ensure we compared the same number of training sets in each case. If castes in the test 214	

species classify well, this would suggest that the processes regulating castes in the simpler 215	

societies are also important in the more complex societies (i.e. there is no specific toolkit for 216	

simple sociality, which is then lost in the evolution of social complexity). Conversely, if the 217	

test species do not classify well, this would suggest that there are distinct processes 218	

regulating caste in the simpler societies that are lost (or become less important) in the 219	

evolution of more complex forms of sociality.  220	

The putative toolkit for castes in the simplest societies consisted of ~1021 genes after 221	

feature selection (Supplementary Table S7 [Simple]). Vespula and Polybia queens classified 222	

extremely well (Fig. 5-upper); importantly, classifications for both these species improved 223	

with progressive feature selection. Vespa classified correctly but less well (likely because the 224	
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queens included gynes); Agelaia classified to the wrong caste (consistent with results from 225	

Aim 1). Overall, based on these species, these results suggest that the genetic toolkit for 226	

simple societies is well conserved in the more complex societies that we sampled.  227	

We next conducted the reciprocal analysis, training the SVM using the four species with the 228	

more complex societies (Polybia, Agelaia, Vespa and Vespula) and testing it on the four 229	

species with simpler societies (Mischocyttarus, Polistes, Metapolybia and Angiopolybia). The 230	

toolkit for castes in these more complex societies was much smaller than the one for simple 231	

societies, consisting of ~464 genes after feature selection (Supplementary Table 7 232	

[Complex]), possibly due to the greater taxonomic distances involved (inc. Polistinae and 233	

Vespinae). This putative toolkit for castes in more complex societies was less successful in 234	

classifying castes for the simpler societies (Fig. 5a-lower), than the reciprocal analysis 235	

(above; Fig. 5a-upper): although two species classified in the right direction (Metapolybia 236	

and Angiopolybia), their classifications have much lower confidence than in the reciprocal 237	

test; furthermore, for the two simplest societies, Polistes queens were classified close to 0.5 238	

(meaning the gene sets were uncertain between queen/worker) and Mischocyttarus 239	

classified in the wrong direction (Fig. 5a-lower).  These results raise the interesting idea that 240	

the processes regulating caste differentiation in species with more complex societies may be 241	

unimportant (or absent) in the simpler societies. In further support of this, the putative ‘simple 242	

society toolkit’ overlapped to a greater extent with the overall toolkit found across all species 243	

(Fig. 4) than those of the putative ‘complex society toolkit’ (Fig. 5b), hypergeometric overlap 244	

shown for both comparisons). Gene ontology results are similar between the two sets, and 245	

are composed of synaptic and membrane related terms (Fig. 5c; Supplementary Table 8); 246	

however the ‘simple society toolkit’ contains enrichment for metabolic/cellular respiration and 247	

ion/cation transport which are missing in the ‘complex society toolkit’. 248	

 249	

We conducted additional tests to determine whether other factors could better explain the 250	
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molecular basis of caste, besides level of social complexity, and to verify that our reciprocal 251	

SVM approach was valid given the small sample sizes. Using the same reciprocal SVM 252	

approach, we found that the molecular basis of a key life-history trait - nest founding 253	

behaviour - are largely conserved across species (Supplementary Figure 3; Supplementary 254	

Table 7[Swarm/Independent], Supplementary Table 8). From a biological perspective this 255	

suggests there is no specific genomic innovation associated with this life-history innovation 256	

that interacts with caste, as caste was correctly predicted in all species, with the exception of 257	

Agelaia. From a methodological perspective this indicates that the SVMs can perform well 258	

even using this small number of species unlikely to be affecting the performance of our 259	

social complexity SVM. Likewise, we tested for an effect of phylogeny, testing how well 260	

castes in the Vespines (Vespa, Vespula) classified using a putative Polistinae caste toolkit 261	

as the training set; there was little influence of subfamily on performance of the SVMs, with 262	

queens and workers being classified with 70-80% confidence (Supplementary Figure 3; 263	

Supplementary Table 7; the reverse of this test could not be performed due to low sample 264	

sizes for a Vespine training set). This suggests that the genes important for caste identity are 265	

shared across these two subfamilies.  266	

 267	

Discussion 268	

Major transitions in evolution provide a conceptual framework for understanding the 269	

emergence of biological complexity. Discerning the processes by which such transitions 270	

arise provides us with critical insights into the origins and elaboration of the complexity of 271	

life. In this study we explored the evidence for two key hypotheses on the molecular bases of 272	

social evolution by analysing caste transcription in nine species of wasps.  As predicted, we 273	

find evidence of a shared genetic toolkit across the spectrum of social complexity in wasps; 274	

importantly, using machine learning we reveal that this toolkit likely consists of many 275	
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hundreds of genes of small effect (Fig. 4). However, in sub-setting the data by level of social 276	

complexity, two important new insights are revealed. Firstly, there appears to be a putative 277	

toolkit for castes in the simpler societies that largely persists across the major transition, 278	

through to superorganismality. Secondly, different (additional) processes appear to become 279	

important at more complex levels of sociality. Further sampling is required to determine the 280	

extent to which the role of these additional processes is driven by the evolution of 281	

superorganismality, and the point of no return in the major transition to sociality. 282	

 283	

The first important finding is that we identified a substantial set of genes that consistently 284	

classify caste across most of the species, irrespective of the level of social complexity. The 285	

taxonomic range of samples used meant we were able to confirm that specific genes are 286	

consistently differentially expressed, with respect to caste, across the species. These 287	

patterns would be difficult to detect if only looking at a few species, species across several 288	

lineages, or species representing only a limited range of social complexity. In addition to 289	

typical caste-biased molecular processes, we also identified that genes related to synaptic 290	

vesicles are different between castes; this is interesting as the regulation of synaptic vesicles 291	

affects learning and memory in insects44. To our knowledge, this is the first evidence of what 292	

may be a conserved genetic toolkit for sociality, from the first stages of social living to true 293	

superorganismality, including intermediate stages of complexity, which putatively represent 294	

different points in the major transition. Greater taxonomic sampling will allow further 295	

exploration of how these genes and their regulation change across the major transition, and 296	

help recover the full spectrum of genes that may have been important in the evolution of 297	

sociality. 298	

The underlying assumption, based on the conserved toolkit hypothesis, has been that 299	

whatever processes regulate castes in complex societies must also regulate castes in 300	

simpler societies. Unexpectedly, our analyses suggest there may be additional molecular 301	
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processes underpinning castes that become important in the more complex levels of 302	

sociality. The predictive gene set identified in the SVM trained on more complex species 303	

performed less well in classifying caste than the predictive tool kit derived from the simpler 304	

species. There may be fundamental differences discriminating (near) superorganismal 305	

societies from non-superorganismal societies. This highlights the importance of examining 306	

different stages in the major transition when attempting to elucidate its patterns and 307	

processes.  308	

There were two consistent outlier species in every stage of our analyses: Agelaia and 309	

Brachygastra. Although we cannot rule out issues with the data, all samples underwent the 310	

same rigorous QC testing at the lab, sequencing and bioinformatics stages and so are 311	

unlikely to fully explain these patterns. Another explanation is that they are genuinely 312	

biologically different to the other species. One of the most profound phenotypic innovations 313	

in social insect evolution is when caste becomes irreversibly committed during 314	

development11,22,45; this has been referred to as ‘the point of no return’ in evolutionary terms, 315	

as once a society is comprised of workers and queens who are mutually dependent on each 316	

other for colony function (like different cogs in the same machine), it is difficult to revert to 317	

independence12. After this point, the society can be considered as a definitive superorganism 318	

– with a new level of individuals and unit of selection12. Intriguingly, these two species are 319	

putatively at this point in the transition to super-organismality (Fig. 1). Vespa also failed to 320	

classify well in some analyses, but this is likely explained by the fact that the sample of 321	

queens included some gynes (unmated newly-emerged future-queens). Our morphometric 322	

analyses of Brachygastra (Supplementary Table S1) detected possible evidence of pre-323	

imaginal caste determination, suggesting it is on the cusp of becoming superorganismal. 324	

Similarly, subtle differences in morphology among queens and workers of Agelaia suggests 325	

they too may have some level of pre-imaginal caste determination46. We speculate that the 326	

evolution of irreversible caste commitment (in superorganisms) is accompanied by a 327	
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fundamental shift in the underlying regulatory molecular machinery such that species 328	

undergoing the transition to superorganismality may have to rewire the core set of genes 329	

involved in regulating caste. 330	

 331	

Despite being able to extract consistent SVM predictions, our models are only as good as 332	

the initial data used to train them. Our study suffers from a few limitations. Firstly, the sample 333	

size (number of species) is relatively low; SVMs are generally used on very large datasets 334	

such as clinical trials in the medical sciences47. Although our models did perform well, the 335	

analyses would be more robust by using more species in the training datasets. Indeed, we 336	

observed reduced performance in our model predictions when fewer species were included 337	

in the training set. Secondly, by comparing across multiple species, we can only train our 338	

model on genes that have a single representative isoform per species in each separate test. 339	

This reduces the numbers of genes we can test in each SVM model, especially where more 340	

distantly related species are included. We overcame this limitation by merging gene isoforms 341	

within the same orthogroup (potential gene duplications), yet this comes with some 342	

additional costs as some genes are discarded in this process. Finally, genomes are not 343	

available for most of the species we tested; our measurements are based on de novo 344	

sequenced transcriptomes, which potentially contain misassembled	transcripts, which could 345	

reduce the ability to find single copy orthologs across species. For these reasons, the 346	

numbers of genes detected in our putative toolkit for sociality is likely to be conservative and 347	

modest (potentially by several fold). These limitations are likely to apply to many similar 348	

studies, due to the difficulty and expense of obtaining high quality genomic data for specific 349	

phenotypes for non-model organisms. Our study illustrates the power of SVMs in detecting 350	

large suites of genes with small effects, which largely differ from those identified from 351	

conventional differential expression analysis38. We advocate the use of the two methods in 352	

parallel: our conventional analyses suggested that metabolic genes appear to be responsible 353	
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for the differences between castes, whereas the SVM genes were mostly enriched in neural 354	

vesicle transportation genes, which have not previously been connected with caste 355	

evolution. SVMs may therefore reveal new target for genes involved in the evolution of 356	

sociality. We anticipate that bioinformatic and machine learning approaches, as 357	

demonstrated here, may become a useful tool in a wide range of ecological and evolutionary 358	

studies on the molecular basis of phenotypic diversity. 359	

In conclusion, our analysis of brain transcriptomes for castes of social wasps suggest that 360	

the molecular processes underpinning sociality are conserved throughout the major 361	

transition to superorganismality. However, additional processes may come into play in more 362	

complex societies, putatively driven by selection happening at the point-of-no-return, where 363	

societies transition to become committed superorganisms. Importantly, this suggests there 364	

may be fundamental differences in the molecular machinery that discriminates 365	

superorganismal societies from non-superorganismal societies. The evolution of irreversible 366	

caste commitment (in superorganisms) may require a fundamental shift in the underlying 367	

regulatory molecular machinery. Such shifts may be apparent in the evolution of sociality at 368	

other levels of biological organisation, such as the evolution of multicellularity, taking us a 369	

step closer to determining whether there is a unified process underpinning the major 370	

transitions in evolution. 371	

 372	
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Methods 	383	

Study Species 384	

Nine species of vespid wasps were chosen to represent different levels of social complexity 385	

across the major transition (Fig. 1). The simplest societies in our study are represented by 386	

Mischocyttarus basimacula basimacula (Cameron) and Polistes canadensis; wasps in these 387	

two genera are all independent nest founders and lack morphological castes (defined as 388	

allometric differences in body shape, rather than overall size) or any documented form of life-389	

time caste-role commitment48–51. They live in small family groups of reproductively totipotent 390	

females, one of whom usually dominates reproduction (the queen); if the queen dies she is 391	

succeeded by a previously-working individual21. As such, these societies represent some of 392	

the earliest stages in the major transition, where caste roles are least well defined, and 393	

where individual-level plasticity is advantageous for maximising inclusive fitness.  394	

The Neotropical swarm-founding wasps (Hymenoptera: Vespidae; Epiponini) include over 20 395	

genera with at least 229 species, exhibiting a range of social complexity measures, from 396	

complete absence of morphological caste (pre-imaginal) determination to colony-stage 397	

specific morphological differentiation, through  to permanent morphological queen-worker 398	

differentiation52. As examples of species for which there is little or no evidence of 399	

developmental (morphological) caste determination, we chose Angiopolybia pallens which is 400	

phylogenetically basal in the Epiponines53,54 and Metapolybia cingulata (Fabricius)53,54. We 401	

confirmed the lack of clear caste allometric differences in M. cingulata as data were lacking 402	

(see Morphometrics methods (below) and Supplementary File S1). 403	

As examples of species showing subtle, colony-stage-specific caste allometry, we chose a 404	

species of Polybia. The social organisation of Polybia spp is highly variable, ranging from 405	

complete absence of morphological queen-worker differentiation55. Polybia quadricincta is a 406	

relatively rare (and little studied) epiponine wasp which can be found across Bolivia, Brazil, 407	
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Columbia, French Guiana, Guyana, Peru, Suriname and Trinidad (Richards, 1978). Our 408	

morphometric analyses found some evidence of subtle allometric morphological 409	

differentiation in this species, but with variation through the colony cycle (Supplementary File 410	

S1); this suggest it is a representative species for the evolution of the first signs of pre-411	

imaginal caste differentiation.  412	

Many species of the genera Agelaia and Brachygastra appear to show pre-imaginal caste 413	

determination with allometric morphological differences between adult queens and 414	

workers53. We chose one species from each of these genera as representatives of the most 415	

socially complex Polistine wasps. Although no morphological data were available for Agelaia 416	

cajennensis (Fabricius) all species of Agelaia studied show some level of preimaginal caste 417	

determination53,56. Brachygastra exhibit a diversity of caste differentiation53,57; our 418	

morphological analysis of caste differentiation B. mellifica confirms that this species is highly 419	

socially complex, with large colony sizes53 and pre-imaginal caste determination resulting in 420	

allometric caste differences (Supplementary File S1).  421	

All species of Vespines are independent nest founders and superorganisms, with a single 422	

mated queen establishing a new colony alone and with morphological castes that are 423	

determined during development. However, some species exhibit derived superorganismal 424	

traits, such as multiple mating58, which have likely evolved under different selection 425	

pressures to the major transition itself59. The European hornet, Vespa crabro, exhibits the 426	

hallmarks of superorganismality (see Fig. 1) but little evidence of more derived 427	

superorganismal traits, such as high levels of multiple mating. Conversely, multiple mating is 428	

common in Vespula species, including V. vulgaris with larger colony sizes than Vespa58, 429	

suggesting a more complex level of social organisation. 430	

 431	
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Sample collection 432	

Where possible, we sampled from colonies representing different stages in the colony cycle, 433	

as caste differentiation can vary as the colony matures in some species (Supplementary File 434	

S2). Metapolybia cingulata (6 colonies), Polistes canadensis (3 colonies), Agelaia 435	

cajennensis (1 colony) and Mischocyttarus basimacula basimacula  (3 colonies) were 436	

collected from wild populations in Panama in June 2013.  Brachygastra mellifica (4 colonies) 437	

were collected from populations in Texas, USA in June 2013. Angiopolybia pallens (2 438	

colonies) and Polybia quadricincta (2 colonies) were collected from Arima Valley, Trinidad in 439	

July 2015. Vespa crabro (4 colonies) and Vespula vulgaris (4 colonies) were collected from 440	

various locations in South East England, UK in 2017. Queens and workers were collected 441	

directly from their nests during the daytime, placed immediately into RNAlater (Ambion, 442	

Invitrogen) and stored at -20°C until further use. An exception was that gynes (newly-443	

emerged, unmated queens) in addition to queens were used for V. crabro due to difficulty in 444	

obtaining samples of mature queens.  Samples were ultimately pooled within castes for 445	

bioinformatics analyses, such that each informatic pool consisted of 3-6 individual brains 446	

from wasps sampled across 2-4 colonies to capture individual-level and colony-level 447	

variation in gene expression (see Supplementary Table S2). Samples of M. cingulata, A. 448	

cajennensis, M. basimacula and B. mellifica were sent to James Carpenter at the American 449	

Natural History Museum for species verification. A. pallens and P. quadricincta were 450	

identified by Christopher K. Starr, at University of West Indies, Trinidad and Tobago. 451	

Morphometrics 452	

Data on morphological differentiation among colony members (and thus information on 453	

whether pre-imaginal (developmental) caste determination was present) was lacking for M. 454	

cingulata, P. quadricinta and B. mellifica; therefore, we conducted morphometric analyses on 455	

these three species in order to ascertain the level of social complexity. Morphometric 456	

analyses were carried out using GXCAM-1.3 and GXCapture V8.0 (GT Vision) to provide 457	
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images for assessing morphology. We measured 7 morphological characters using ImageJ 458	

v1.49 for queens and workers for each species. The body parts measured were: head length 459	

(HL), head width (HW), minimum interorbital distance (MID), mesoscutum length (MSL), 460	

mesoscutum width (MSW), mesosoma height (MSH) and alitrunk length (AL) (for 461	

measurement details, see 60). Abdominal measurements were not recorded as ovary 462	

development could alter the size of abdominal measurements, therefore biasing the results. 463	

The morphological data were analysed to determine whether the phenotypic classification, 464	

as determined from reproductive status, could be explained by morphological differences. 465	

ANOVA was used to determine size differences between castes for each morphological 466	

characteristic. A linear discriminant analysis was also employed to see if combinations of 467	

characters were helpful in discriminating between castes. The significance of Wilks’ lambda 468	

values were tested to determine which morphological characters were the most important for 469	

caste prediction. All statistical analyses were carried out using SPSS v23.0 or Exlstat 2018. 470	

Data and analyses given in Supplementary Table S1. 471	

 472	

Dissections & RNA extractions 473	

Individual heads were stored in RNAlater for brain dissections; abdomens were removed and 474	

dissected to determine reproductive status. Ovary development was scored according to 31,61 475	

and the presence/absence of sperm in the spermathecae was identified to determine 476	

insemination. Inseminated females with developed ovaries were scored as ‘queens’; non-477	

inseminated females with undeveloped ovaries were scored as workers. Brains were 478	

dissected directly into RNAlater; RNA was extracted from individuals and then pooled after 479	

extraction into caste-specific pools; pooling after RNA extraction allowed for elimination of 480	

any samples with low quality RNA. Pooling individuals was generally necessary to ensure 481	

sufficient RNA for analyses, as well as accounting for individual variation to ensure 482	

expression differences are due to caste or species, and not dependent on colony or random 483	
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differences between individuals. One exception to this was the V. vulgaris samples which 484	

were sequenced as individual brains and pooled bioinformatically after sequencing. 485	

Individual sample sizes per species are given in Supplementary Table S2. 486	

 487	

Total RNA was extracted using the RNeasy Universal Plus Mini kit (Qiagen, #73404), 488	

according to the manufacturer’s instructions, with an extra freeze-thawing step after 489	

homogenization to ensure complete lysis of tissue, as well as an additional elution step to 490	

increase RNA concentration. RNA yield was determined using a NanoDrop ND-8000 491	

(Thermo Fisher Scientific); all samples showed A260/A280 values between 1.9 and 2.1. An 492	

Agilent 2100 Bioanalyser was used to determine RNA integrity. Samples of sufficient quality 493	

and concentration were pooled and sent for sequencing. Libraries were prepared using 494	

Illumina TruSeq RNAseq sample prep kit at the University of Bristol Genomics Facility. Five 495	

samples were pooled per lane to give ~ 50M read per sample. Paired-end libraries were 496	

sequenced using an Illumina HiSeq 2000. Descriptions of pooling of individuals and pooled 497	

sets into single representatives of caste are shown in (Supplementary table S2). Raw reads 498	

are available on SRA/GEO (GSE159973). 499	

 500	

Preparation of de novo transcriptomes  501	

Transcriptomes of Agelaia, Angiopolybia, Metapolybia, Brachygastra, Polybia, Polistes and 502	

Mischocyttarus were assembled using the following steps. First, reads were first filtered for 503	

rRNA contaminants using tools from the BBTools (version:BBMap_38) software suite 504	

(https://jgi.doe.gov/data-and-tools/bbtools/). We then used Trimmomatic v0.3962 to trim reads 505	

containing adapters and low-quality regions. Using these filtered RNA sequences, we could 506	

assemble a de novo transcriptome for each species (merging queen and worker samples) 507	

using Trinity v2.863 and filter protein coding genes to retain a single transcript (most 508	
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expressed) for each gene and transcript per million value (TPM), which we use for the rest of 509	

the analyses. 510	

For Vespula and Vespa, reads from both queen and worker samples were assembled into 511	

de novo transcriptomes using a Nextflow pipeline 512	

(github:biocorecrg/transcriptome_assembly). This involved read adapter trimming with 513	

Skewer64, de-novo transcriptome assembly with Trinity v2.8.463 and use of TransDecoder 514	

v5.5.063 to identify likely protein-coding transcripts, and retain all translated transcripts. 515	

These were further filtered to retain the largest open read frame-containing transcript, which 516	

we listed as the major isoform of each protein. Trinity assembly statistics are shown in 517	

Supplementary Table S2. 518	

 519	

Measuring gene expression within-species. 520	

We calculated abundances of transcripts within queen and worker samples using 521	

“align_and_estimate_abundance.pl” within Trinity, using estimation method RSEM v1.3.165, 522	

“trinity_mode” and bowtie266 aligner. We then used edgeR v3.26.5 67 (R version 3.6.0) to 523	

compare gene expression between queens and workers. Because we were comparing a 524	

single sequencing pool of several individuals per caste, we used a hard-coded dispersion of 525	

0.1 and the robust parameter set to true to account for n = 1. Raw P values for each gene 526	

were corrected for multiple testing using a false discovery rate (FDR) cut-off value of 0.05. 527	

We did not take advantage of genome data (where available), as only two of the species had 528	

published genomes at the time of analysis; using transcriptome-only analyses makes the 529	

analysis more consistent across species. Trinity assemblies and RSEM counts are available 530	

on GEO/SRA (GSE159973) 531	
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 532	

Identification of orthologs. 533	

To identify gene-level orthologs, we used Orthofinder v.2.2.768 with diamond blast32,69, 534	

multiple sequence alignment program MSA65 and tree inference using FastTree v2.1.1070. 535	

for our focal nine species, plus four out-group Hymenoptera species (Supplementary Fig. 1) 536	

and Drosophila melanogaster. The largest spliced isoform per gene (from Trinity) was 537	

designated the representative sequence for each gene. For subsequent analyses using the 538	

orthofinder table of genes, we allowed the merging of genes belonging to the same species 539	

in a single orthogroup (potential duplications). This decision has consequences for the 540	

number of genes we can use to test in our models, as the more species used will reduce the 541	

numbers of genes (with 1 to 1 orthology across all the species used in Orthofinder and SVM 542	

models). In order to get a sufficient number of single-copy gene orthogroups, we merged the 543	

genes in one species where there were three or less representative isoforms, only keeping 544	

the gene most highly expressed.  545	

Comparing gene expression between species. 546	

To compare gene expression between species, we focused on our set of shared one-to-one 547	

orthologs (merging 3 or less isoforms per species). We began by computing log transformed 548	

TPMs (transcripts per million reads) for each gene in each sample from the raw counts, 549	

followed by quantile normalisation. Next, we normalised for species, using an approach that 550	

is comparable to calculating a species-specific z-score for each sample.  Specifically, we 551	

transformed the expression scores calculated above by subtracting the species mean and 552	

dividing by the species mean for each sample within a species. This calculation has two 553	

important effects. Firstly, subtracting the species mean from each sample within a species 554	

centres the mean expression of each species on zero, making the units of expression more 555	

comparable across species. Secondly, dividing by the species mean from each sample 556	

standardises the expression scores, producing a measure that is independent of the units of 557	
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measurement, so that the magnitude of difference between queens and workers in each 558	

sample is no longer important. The transformed expression score thus allows us to focus on 559	

the relative expression in queens versus workers across species. Finally, we removed 560	

orthogroups where the counts per million were below 10 in both Queen and Worker samples 561	

of each species, to remove lowly expressed genes that may contribute noise to subsequent 562	

analyses. We then performed principal component analysis (PCA) in R on the raw TPM 563	

values and those with species scaling.  564	

 565	

Machine learning (support vector machines) 566	

Support vector machines (SVM) were used to classify caste across the species. In brief, 567	

starting with a matrix of gene expression values, we performed pre-filtering steps (feature 568	

selection), before training a model and testing this on an additional dataset. The code to run 569	

these steps is shown on github (https://github.com/Sumner-lab/Multispecies_paper_ML). In 570	

summary, this involved taking species-scaled, logged and normalised matrix (from RSEM), 571	

with filtering of lowly expressed genes (as above), then invoking SVM predictions (radial 572	

model) and plotting; code was executed in perl or R. The full detail of these steps are 573	

outlined below. 574	

To perform feature selection we identified only those orthologs that showed some 575	

association with caste across species.  For this we used linear regression of each gene on 576	

caste: lm(caste ~ expr, data), using the training data only. With regression beta coefficients 577	

per orthologous gene, we could then rank genes by their statistical association with caste 578	

(Supp. Table 4 using the absolute values of the regression coefficients). This enabled us to 579	

measure how the classification certainty changed as we filtered out genes statistically un-580	

associated with reproductive division of labour (Figure 4a). This basic feature selection 581	

approach is widely used to filter large datasets in the machine learning models 71.  582	
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Classification certainty of 0.5 would indicate the SVM could not tell the difference between 583	

the two castes (maximal uncertainty), and a classification certainty of 0/1 (worker or queen) 584	

would indicate that the SVM could predict caste accurately every time (maximal certainty). 585	

After identifying candidate toolkit genes of reproductive division of labour, we tested whether 586	

or not they could be used to predict caste in unseen data. To do this, we trained support 587	

vector machines (SVM) using the R package e107172. Radial kernels were chosen for the 588	

svm, which had better error statistics. We used a “leave-one-out” cross validation procedure 589	

to see how well an SVM could predict the castes of our samples, where the model is trained 590	

on all but one species and tested on the removed species.  591	

GO/GSEA enrichment and BLAST 592	

To perform GO enrichment tests, we used the R package TopGO v2.42.073, using Bonferroni 593	

cut-off P values of <=0.05. In order to assign gene ontology terms to genes in our new 594	

species, we used our Orthofinder homology table with annotations to Drosophila 595	

melanogaster (downloaded from Ensembl Biomart 1.10.2019). Within species, we calculated 596	

enrichment of each species’ gene to a background of all the genes expressed above a mean 597	

of 1 TPM. When comparing across the orthogroups (OG), we used Metapolybia GO 598	

annotations (derived from homology to Drosophila), with a background of those genes that 599	

have a mean >1 TPM in all species orthologues. GO comparisons were similar using other 600	

species as a database of gene to GO terms.  601	

Using default settings in GSEA v4.0.374 we compared the lists derived from the SVM 602	

experiment and conventional differential expression analysis (using the preranked mode). 603	

First (Supplementary Figure 2a), using the list of 2020 SVM (9 species) orthologs (excluding 604	

low-expression genes) ranked from 1 to 2020 based on the linear regression P values we 605	

could derive enrichment scores from the DEGs (n=95; from edgeR), where the total were 606	

reduced to 19 genes that were present in both analyses. Second (Supplementary Figure 2b), 607	
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we ranked Vespula (Trinity) differentially expressed genes by log fold change, deriving 608	

enrichment scores with the 400 SVM genes significant in the nine species SVM, after linear 609	

regression p.value cutoff of 0.05. Blast2GO v	1.4.475 using Metapolybia gene sequences 610	

using was used to annotate sequences, along with manual use of NCBI blastn76 suite online. 611	

Abbreviations  612	

DOL = division of labour 613	

ORF = open reading frame 614	

MT = major transition 615	

GO = gene ontology 616	

SRA = sequence read archive 617	

NCBI = National Centre for Biotechnology Information 618	

BUSCO = Benchmarking set of Universal Single-Copy Orthologs 619	

SVM = support vector machine 620	

PCA = principal components analysis 621	

Blast = Basic local alignment search tool 622	

nr = non-redundant 623	
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Main	Figures	841	

 842	

Fig. 1 |  Social wasps as a model group. The nine species of social wasps used in this 843	

study, and their characteristics of social complexity. The Polistinae and Vespinae are two 844	

subfamilies comprising 1100+ and 67 species of social wasp respectively, all of which share 845	

the same common non-social ancestor, an eumenid-like solitary wasp77. The Polistinae are 846	

an especially useful subfamily for studying the process of the major transition as they include 847	

species that exhibit simple group living comprised of small groups (<10 individuals) of 848	

totipotent relatives, as well as species with varying degrees of more complex forms of 849	

sociality, with different colony sizes, levels of caste commitment and reproductive 850	

totipotency78. The Vespinae include the yellow-jackets and hornets, and are all 851	

superorganismal, meaning caste is determined during development in caste-specific brood 852	

cells; they also show species-level variation in complexity, in terms of colony size and other 853	

superorganismal traits (e.g. multiple mating, worker policing)79. Ranked in order of increasing 854	

levels of social complexity, from simple to more complex, these species are: Mischocyttarus 855	

basimacula basimacula, Polistes canadensis, Metapolybia cingulata, Angiopolybia pallens, 856	

Polybia quadricincta, Agelaia cajennensis, Brachygastra mellifica, Vespa crabro and 857	

Vespula vulgaris (see Supplementary Methods for further details of species choice). Where 858	
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data on evidence of morphological castes was not available from the literature, we 859	

conducted morphometric analyses of representative queens and workers from several 860	

colonies per species. (see Supplementary Methods; Supplementary Table S1). Image 861	

credits: M. basimacula (Stephen Cresswell). A. cajennesis (Gionorossi; Creative Commons); 862	

V. vulgaris (Donald Hobern; Creative Commons). V. crabro (Patrick Kennedy); P. 863	

canadensis; M. cingulata, A. pallens, P. quadricinta, (Seirian Sumner), B. mellifica (Amante 864	

Darmanin; Creative Commons). 865	

 866	

 867	

 868	

 869	

 870	

 871	

 872	

 873	

 874	

 875	
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 876	

Fig. 2 |  Principal component analyses of orthologous gene expression before 877	

and after between-species normalisat ion. a) Principal component analyses 878	

performed using log2 transcript per million (TPM) gene expression values. This analysis 879	

used single-copy orthologs (using Orthofinder), allowing up to three gene isoforms in a 880	

single species to be present, whereby we took the most highly expressed to represent the 881	

orthogroup, as well as filtering of orthogroups which have expression below 10 counts per 882	

million. b) Principal component analysis of the species-normalised and scaled TPM gene 883	

expression values using same filters as (a). Caste denoted by purple (queen) or blue 884	

(worker). Species are denoted by symbols. 885	

 886	
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 887	

Fig. 3 |  Overlap of dif ferential caste-biased genes (queen vs worker) and their 888	

functions across eusocial wasp species. a) Heatmap showing the differential genes 889	

that are caste-biased in at least three species (identified using edgeR) using the orthologous 890	

genes present in the nine species. Listed for each species, is the total number of 891	

differentially expressed genes per species (orthologous-one copy only). Metapolybia Blast 892	

hits are listed. b) Gene ontology histogram of overrepresented terms of genes found 893	

differentially expressed in at least two out of the nine species (n=95 genes; in either queen 894	

or worker [not both]), with a background of those expressed in each species above 1 TPM. P 895	

values are single-tailed and were not corrected, given the low levels of enrichment generally 896	

and are therefore not significant for multiple testing. 897	
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 898	

Fig. 4 |  A genetic toolkit  for social behaviours across eusocial wasps. a) 899	

Change in certainty of correct classifications through progressive feature selection. Models 900	

were trained on eight species and tested on the ninth species. Features (a.k.a. genes) were 901	

sorted by linear regression with regard to caste identity, beginning at 95% where almost all 902	

genes were used for the predictions of caste, to 1% where only the top one percent of genes 903	

from the linear regression (sorted by P	value) were used to train the model. ‘1’ equates to 904	

high classification certainty. b) Heatmap of the top 53 species-normalised gene expression 905	

levels in the nine species with queen/worker indicated. Genes selected using linear 906	

regression (P value < 0.001) used in the SVM model, showing orthogroup name and top 907	

Metapolybia BLAST hit. c) Gene Ontology for the top 400 orthologous genes predictive of 908	

caste across species (linear regression P value < 0.05), and a background of all genes used 909	
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in the SVM model (i.e. with a single gene representative for all species in the test). P values 910	

are bonferroni corrected and single-tailed. Abbreviations, “tr-mem”:transmembrane, “act.”: 911	

activity, “trans.”:transporter. 912	

 913	

 914	

 915	

 916	

 917	

 918	

 919	

 920	
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 921	

Fig.5 |  Testing for the presence of a defined ‘s imple society toolkit ’  and a 922	

‘complex society toolkit ’ . a): Using the four species with the more complex societies, or 923	

the four with the more simple societies, we trained and tested an SVM model, using 924	

progressive filtering of genes (based on the linear regression). Likelihood of being a queen 925	

from zero to 1 is plotted for each species across the progressively filtered sets. The number 926	

of genes used in the SVM model are shown for each test (bottom left of each panel), of 927	

which the total number of genes left after the regression filter are shown (top right of each 928	

panel), using genes with a P value < 0.05. For each test (pair of Queen/Worker in each 929	
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species), the SVM model was run using genes with only 1 homologous gene copy per 930	

species (maximum of 3 isoforms merged). b) Overlap of significant genes in the different 931	

sets, compared to the 400 found using all nine species. For each experiment, the number of 932	

genes (orthogroups) tested is listed, then the number of genes significant after linear 933	

regression, and finally the number of genes that were also tested in the other two 934	

experiments. Significant overlap is shown using hypergeometric tests (one-tailed). Blue 935	

represents genes expressed in the four species with the most complex societies; grey those 936	

expressed in the four species with the most simple societies; pink are those expressed 937	

across all nine species. c) Enriched gene ontology terms (TopGO) using a background of all 938	

genes tested in each individual experiment, using a bonferroni corrected single-tailed P 939	

values.  940	
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Supplementary	Figures	957	

958	
Supp. Figure. 1 |  Phylogenetic tree of social wasps used in this study, and 959	

related hymenopterans generated using Orthofinder (SpeciesTree_rooted.txt). Drosophila 960	

was chosen as the root of the species tree (not shown), with two representative ants 961	

(Dinoponera quadriceps and Solenopsis invicta) and two bees (Apis mellifera and Nomia 962	

melanderi). Colours show groupings of ants, bees and wasps (Vespinae or Polistinae). For 963	

the nine wasp species (this study) we have sequenced adult caste-specific brain 964	

transcriptomic data (queen and worker). As expected: Vespinae are clearly separated from 965	

the Polistinae; Angiopolybia is basal to the other Epiponini; independent-founding, non-966	

superorganismal wasps (Polistes and Mischocyttarus) are basal to the Polistinae77,80. 967	
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 968	

Supp. Figure. 2. |   GSEA –Gene Set Enrichment Analysis comparing overlap 969	

of the orthogroups discovered with dif ferential ly expressed genes.  970	

a): Enrichment scores using the 95 orthogroups differentially expressed in at least two wasp 971	

species and their ordering across the ranked SVM genes derived from linear regression 972	

(2020 orthogroups; where rank 0 is the orthogroup most associated with caste). Of 95 973	

genes, only 19 orthogroups were found in the linear regression sorted set. The upper plot 974	

shows the enrichment scores, while the lower plot shows the position of the 19 orthogroup 975	
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genes across the ranked SVM list. Enrichment was found toward the higher ranks (nearer 0), 976	

suggesting that there is some overlap in genes found using linear regression (SVM)/edgeR 977	

approaches.  b): Enrichment scores using the 400 significant SVM genes (from linear 978	

regression, converted to Vepsula IDs) across the log fold changes of Vespula genes from 979	

edgeR. Enrichment in both queen and worker biased ends (see two peaks: left/right) were 980	

detected, again suggesting limited overlap in the genes found using the two approaches.  981	
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 987	

Supp. Figure. 3. |  SVM predict ions using founding behaviour and phylogeny to 988	

subset the training data. SVM predictions are given for each single species given 989	

training on species listed to left, showing the prediction after progressive feature selection 990	

from 95 to 1% of genes remaining after selection.  Numbers of genes in each test are 991	

indicated in the lower left part of each plot.  a) Training with independent-founders only, 992	

tested on the four swarm-founders (see Figure 1 for species). b) The reverse of ‘a’. c) 993	

Training with Polistine species only, and testing on the Vespines (Vespa and Vespula). The 994	
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reverse was not possible, as the SVM requires a minimum number of samples to work. d) 995	

Overlap of genes found using the swarm/independent founding toolkits, along with the 996	

overlap with the 400 genes discovered using all nine species. Hypergeometric p.values and 997	

representation factors are shown. For each set we show the total number of genes tested in 998	

each experiment, followed by the number significant at the <0.05 pvalue cutoff, and then of 999	

these, the number that were also tested in the other two comparisons. These genes 1000	

numbers are then overlapped in the Venn. e) Enriched gene ontology terms (TopGO) using 1001	

a background of all genes tested in each individual experiment, using a bonferroni corrected 1002	

single-tailed P values.  1003	
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